Pre & post-operative
oedema reduction
Enhancing patient recovery
after orthopaedic surgery
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Pre-operative oedema reduction – ORIF
Accelerating readiness
for surgery in ankle
fracture patients requiring
Open Reduction Internal
Fixation (ORIF).

The study data was statistically
significant in accelerating
readiness for surgery: p=0.001.

Ankle swelling can delay surgical
fixation due to risks associated
with operating on swollen tissue,
including wound dehiscence and
subsequent infection.1

• 2 days improvement in readiness
to surgery per patient (average)

A prospective and retrospective
study investigated the use of geko™
to reduce pre-operative oedema in
ankle fracture patients and compared
the results to the current standard
of care.2
The geko™ device was fitted above
the backslab plaster cast and patient
tolerance and readiness to surgery
was measured and matched to a
historical cohort.

Results show:

• With geko™ use, 60% of patients
ready for surgery in 2 days,
compared to 27% in control arm,
a 122% improvement
• Current treatment = 3.66 days
readiness to surgery (average)

• The geko™ + plaster cast = 1.66

days readiness to surgery (average)

• The geko™ was well tolerated
and easy to use

• Worn for 24 hours a day
on the affected leg

2

£569

2 days improvement
in readiness for surgery
on average per patient.

Backslab plaster
cast + geko™ saves
an average of £569
per patient compared
to current care. Based
on UK nursing and
treatment costs.

Post-operative oedema
prevention – THA
Preventing the build-up of post-operative
oedema following total or partial hip
replacement Arthroplasty (THA).
Post-operative oedema can decrease muscle
function leading to a reduction in venous return
and the movement of fluid from the tissues back
into the blood vessels.3
An RCT comparing the effectiveness of the geko™
device to compression stockings in preventing the
formation of oedema following total hip replacement
surgery demonstrates the prevention of oedema
build-up in the operated leg.4
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Post-operative oedema
prevention – TKA
Providing lower limb muscle pump
activation for the prevention
and treatment of oedema.
Swelling in the knee, in the acute recovery
period following Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA),
can impair quadriceps muscle strength and
rehabilitation.5
An RCT evaluating geko™ device effectiveness
in preventing oedema formation following
total hip replacement surgery shows a reduction
to knee circumference on the operated leg.5
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Post-operative oedema
reduction – Foot & Ankle
Enhancing patient recovery following foot & ankle surgery.
Case study: 40-year-old female right scarf lateral release akin osteotomy.6
The geko™ device was applied immediately post-surgery on day 2
for 22 hours, on day 3 for 24 hours and days 4-10 for 4 hours.
The patient reported the geko™ device as well tolerated and the surgical
wound healed with a lower level of bruising than expected.

Day 1 Post-operative (1 hour after surgery).

Day 4 The patient was partial weight bearing
with a heel wedge shoe and walked with
elbow crutches.

A new approach
Providing lower limb muscle
pump activation for the prevention and treatment of oedema.
Easy-to-use, the geko™ is a battery
powered, disposable neuromuscular
electrostimulation device designed
to increase blood flow in the deep
veins of the calf.
The geko™ device gently stimulates
the common peroneal nerve
contracting the calf and foot muscle
pumps to prevent and treat oedema.

60%
The increase in blood
flow is equal to 60%7
of walking without a
patient having to move.

Zero
No wires or leads.
Small, light and
comfortable to wear.
Silent in operation.

10g
Weighs just 10g.
Quick and easy to fit.
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